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Abstract. The collapsar model for gamma-ray bursts requires three essential ingredients: a massive core, removal of the hydrogen envelope, and enough angular momentum in the core. We study current massive star evolution models of solar metallicity to determine which massive star physics is capable of producing these ingredients. In particular, we investigate the role of hydrodynamic and magnetic internal angular momentum transport and binary mass and angular momentum transfer. We follow the evolution of rotating single stars and of binary systems that include rotational processes for both stars. Neglecting magnetic fields, we show that the cores of massive single stars can maintain a high specific angular momentum ($j \sim 10^{17} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$) when evolved with the assumption that mean molecular weight gradient suppresses rotational mixing processes. In binary systems that undergo mass transfer during core hydrogen burning the mass receiving star acquires large amounts of high angular momentum material, leading to a spin-up of the core. We find, however, that this merely compensates for the tidal angular momentum loss due to spin-orbit coupling, which leads to synchronous rotation before the mass transfer event. Therefore the resulting cores do not rotate faster than in single stars. We show that some accreting stars become Wolf-Rayet stars at core helium exhaustion and form CO-cores that are massive enough to form a black hole. We also present models that include magnetic fields generated by differential rotation and we consider the internal angular momentum transport by magnetic torques. Though magnetic single star models are known to develop rather slowly rotating cores with specific angular momenta at the end of the evolution close to those in observed young pulsars ($j \sim 10^{15} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$), we investigate the capability of magnetic torques to efficiently pump angular momentum into the cores of accreting stars. Despite our finding that this mechanism works, the magnetic coupling of core and envelope after the accreting star ends core hydrogen burning leads to slower rotation ($j \sim 10^{13} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$) than in the non-magnetic case. We conclude that our binary models without magnetic fields can reproduce stellar cores with a high enough specific angular momentum ($j \geq 3 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$) to produce a collapsar and a GRB. If magnetic torques are included, however, GRBs at near solar metallicity need to be produced in rather exotic binary channels, or current dynamo model overestimates the magnetic torques. But then the problem is that significant angular momentum loss from the iron core either during core collapse or from the proto-neutron star would be required.
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1. Introduction

From studies of host galaxies of gamma-ray bursts it was concluded that they occur in or close to star forming regions. Several of them are associated with a very energetic variety of type Ic supernova with broad lines (“hypernova”, Price et al. 2002; Hjorth et al. 2003), thought to display the explosion of a massive Wolf-Rayet star. And finally, their afterglows show signatures of the shaping of the circumstellar medium by a massive progenitor star (van Marle et al. 2004). The most widely used model for GRB production in the context of black hole formation in a massive single star is the so called collapsar model (Woosley 1993a).

A collapsar is a massive ($M \geq 35–40 \, M_\odot$, Fryer 1999) rotating star whose core collapses to form a black hole (Woosley 1993b; MacFadyen & Woosley 1999). If the collapsing core has enough angular momentum ($j \geq 3 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$, MacFadyen & Woosley 1999) an accretion disk is formed around the black hole. The accretion of the rest of the core at accretion rates up to 0.1 $M_\odot \text{ s}^{-1}$ by the newly-formed black hole is thought to be capable of producing a collimated highly relativistic outflow. This releases large amounts of energy ($\sim 10^{51} \text{ erg} \text{ s}^{-1}$) some of which is deposited in the low density rotation axis of the star. In case the star has no hydrogen envelope, i.e., has a light crossing time which is less or comparable to the duration of the central accretion (about 10s), a GRB accompanied by a type Ib/c supernova may be produced.
The collapsar models for gamma-ray bursts thus need three essential ingredients: a massive core, loss of the hydrogen envelope, and sufficient angular momentum to form an accretion disk.

Heger et al. (2000b) have calculated models of a 25 $M_\odot$ star that could form a black hole by fallback (SN explosion occurs while the core forms a neutron star, but so much matter fails to escape and falls back onto the neutron star that it turns into a black hole). This star ends its life as a red supergiant with an iron core of 1.9 $M_\odot$, a helium core of 8.06 $M_\odot$, and a low density envelope of 6.57 $M_\odot$. They found that this star has sufficient angular momentum to form an accretion disk around the black hole which may lead to an asymmetric, jet-driven supernova, or in the case that the star lost its hydrogen envelope, a black hole which may lead to an asymmetric, jet-driven supernova. This star ends its life as a red supergiant with a black hole. This star ends its life as a red supergiant with a black hole. This star ends its life as a red supergiant with a black hole. This star ends its life as a red supergiant with a black hole. This star ends its life as a red supergiant with a black hole. This star ends its life as a red supergiant with a black hole.

In this paper, we investigate four different types of rotating massive star models: single and binary models, both with and without magnetic fields included. In Sect. 2 we briefly explain our numerical methods and physical assumptions, and in Sect. 3 we explore non-magnetic single and binary stars. In Sect. 4 we present our magnetic models, first single stars then binary evolution models, and in Sect. 5 we summarize our conclusions.

2. Computational method

We compute detailed evolutionary rotating models of non-magnetic 20 $M_\odot$ and 42 $M_\odot$ single stars, and of a 42 $M_\odot$ single star with magnetic field included. Then we calculate the evolution of a non-magnetic and a magnetic binary system with rotating components of $M_{1,\text{in}} = 56 M_\odot$ and $M_{2,\text{in}} = 33 M_\odot$ and an orbital period $P_\text{in} = 6$ days. We also compute models of a rotating 33 $M_\odot$ star that accretes matter at the end of its main sequence evolution, for the non-magnetic and magnetic cases.

We use the evolutionary code developed by Braun (1998) on the basis of an implicit hydrodynamic stellar evolution code for single stars (Langer 1991, 1998).

The treatment of convection and semi-convection have been described in Langer (1991) and Braun & Langer (1995). Changes in chemical composition are computed using a nuclear network including pp chains, the CNO-cycle, and the major helium, carbon, neon and oxygen burning reactions. More details are given in Wellstein & Langer (1999) and Wellstein et al. (2001). For all models, a metallicity $Z = 0.02$ is adopted and we use the OPAL opacities (Iglesias & Rogers 1996). The abundance ratios of the isotopes are chosen to have the solar meteoritic abundance ratios according to Noels & Grevesse (1993). The change of the orbital period due to mass transfer and stellar wind mass loss is computed according to Podsiadlowski et al. (1992), with a specific angular momentum of the stellar wind material calculated according to Brookshaw & Tavani (1993). The influence of the centrifugal force in the rotating models is implemented according to Kippenhahn & Thomas (1970).

Stellar wind mass loss for O stars is calculated according to Kudritzki et al. (1989). For hydrogen poor stars ($X_h < 0.4$) we used a relation based on the empirical mass loss rates of Wolf-Rayet stars derived by Hamann et al. (1995):

$$\log \left( \frac{M_{\text{WR}}}{M_\odot} \text{yr}^{-1} \right) = -11.95 + 1.5 \log L/L_\odot - 2.85 X_h. \quad (1)$$

Since Hamann & Koesterke (1998) suggested that these mass loss rates may be overestimated, we calculated evolutionary models in which the mass loss rate given by Eq. (1) is multiplied by 1/3.

Also, enhanced mass loss due to rotation is included:

$$M/M_{\text{rot}} = 1/(1 - \Omega^2), \quad (2)$$

where $\Omega = v_{\text{rot}}/v_{\text{crit}}$ and $v_{\text{crit}} = GM(1 - \Gamma)/R$ with $\Gamma = L/L_{\text{Edd}} = \kappa L/(4\pi c GM)$ is the Eddington factor, $G$ is gravitational constant, $M$ is mass, $R$ radius, $\kappa$ opacity, $v_{\text{rot}}$ rotating velocity and $v_{\text{crit}}$ critical rotational velocity (Langer 1998).
The transport of angular momentum in our code is formulated as a diffusive process:

\[
\frac{\partial \omega}{\partial t} + \frac{1}{i} \frac{\partial}{\partial m} \left( 4\pi r^2 \rho \right) \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial m} = \frac{2w}{r} \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial r} \frac{1}{2} \frac{\ln i}{\ln r},
\]

where \(\nu\) is the turbulent viscosity and \(i\) is the specific angular momentum of a shell at mass coordinate \(m\). Factor \((1/2)(\ln i/\ln r)\) vanishes if the gyration constant \(k = i/r^2\) does not depend on \(r\), i.e. if all shells are moving homologously.

A parameter \(f_\mu = 0.05\) is adopted for sensitivity of the rotationally induced mixing processes to the \(\mu\)-gradient (Heger et al. 2000a).

As shown by Meynet & Maeder (1997), \(\mu\)-gradients can efficiently suppress rotationally induced transport processes. The strength of this inhibiting effect is described by the parameter \(f_\mu = 0.1\) (Pinsonneault et al. 1989). A value of \(f_\mu = 0.05\) reproduces the best observations of the enrichment in the surface of the main sequence stars with products of CNO process.

At the surface of the star, the angular momentum contained in the layers which are lost due to stellar wind gets removed from the star:

\[
J = M j_{\text{spec}}
\]

where \(j_{\text{spec}}\) is the average angular momentum at the surface of the star and \(M\) the stellar wind mass loss rate. The turbulent viscosity, \(\nu\), is determined as the sum of the convective and semiconvective diffusion coefficients and those from rotationally induced instabilities (dynamical shear, Solberg-Høiland, secular shear, and Goldreich-Schubert-Fricke instability and Eddington-Sweet circulation). Rotationally induced mixing processes and angular momentum transport through the stellar interior are described in detail by Heger et al. (2000a).

The code calculates the simultaneous evolution of two stellar components of a binary system and computes mass transfer within the Roche approximation (Kopal 1978). Mass loss from the Roche lobe filling component through the first Lagrangian point is given by Ritter (1988) as:

\[
M = M_0 \exp(R - R_1)/H_p
\]

with \(M_0 = \rho v_c Q/\sqrt{e}\), where \(e\) is the base of the natural logarithm, \(H_p\) is the photospheric pressure scale height, \(\rho\) is the density, \(v_c\) the velocity of sound, and \(Q\) the effective cross-section of the stream through the first Lagrangian point according to Meyer & Meyer-Hofmeister (1983). The time scales for synchronization and circularization of the binary orbit as well as spin-orbit coupling are given by Zahn (1977). The specific angular momentum of the accreted matter is determined by integrating the equation of motion of a test particle in the Roche potential (Wellstein 2001, accretion stream impacts directly on the secondary star).

We calculate the evolution of binary systems in detail until Case AB mass transfer starts. Then we remove the hydrogen rich envelope from the primary, until only 5% of the hydrogen is left in the envelope. This is the point where we assume that the primary shrinks and Case AB stops. On the other side, we calculate the secondary star assuming accretion with a mass transfer of \(10^{-4} M_\odot\) yr\(^{-1}\). We calculate the Kelvin-Helmholtz time scale of the primary on the beginning of Case AB mass transfer:

\[
t_{\text{KH}} = 2 \times 10^7 M_1^2 / (L_1 R_1) \text{yr},
\]

where \(M_1, L_1\) and \(R_1\) are mass, luminosity and Roche radius (in Solar units) of the primary star at the onset of Case AB mass transfer. Mass transfer rate is:

\[
M_t = (M_1 - M_{\text{He}})/t_{\text{KH}}
\]

where \(M_{\text{He}}\) is the mass of the helium core with \(-5\%\) of hydrogen on the surface, i.e. the initial WR mass. We calculate the orbit change assuming constant mass transfer rate calculated by Eq. (7) and an average accretion efficiency \(\beta\) which is the same as for the fast phase of Case A, since Case AB also happens on the thermal time scale. Matter that has not been accreted on the secondary leaves the system with a specific angular momentum which corresponds to the secondary orbital angular momentum (King et al. 2001). Stellar wind mass loss is neglected.

We follow the evolution of the binary system, again in detail, until the primary finishes carbon core burning. We assume that after this the system is disrupted by the SN explosion of the primary and we model the secondary further as a single star. Stellar wind mass loss for red supergiants is given by Nieuwenhuijzen & de Jager (1990).

Magnetic fields generated by differential rotation are included according to Spruit (2002). The rate at which the field is amplified is determined by the differential rotation. Differential rotation rate (rotation gradient) is a function of a radial coordinate only ("shellular rotation") and is given by:

\[
q = \frac{\partial \ln \Omega_*}{\partial \ln r} = \frac{r \Omega_*}{\Omega_*}
\]

The dynamo process requires a minimum rotation gradient \(q_{\min}\) to operate.

The effective radial viscosity produced by the magnetic field is:

\[
v_{\text{rec}} = \frac{v_c \Omega_*}{v_\text{el}} f(q),
\]

where

\[
v_c = r^2 \Omega_* q^2 \left( \frac{\Omega_*}{N_T} \right)^2,
\]

\[
v_{\text{el}} = r^2 \Omega_* \max \left[ \frac{\Omega_*}{N_T} \right]^{1/2} \frac{k_\text{el}}{r^2 N_T}^{1/2} \frac{\Omega_*}{N_T} q^2 \left( \frac{\Omega_*}{N_T} \right)^2.
\]

\(r\) is the radial coordinate, \(\Omega_*\) is the rotation rate of the star, is \(N_T\) the compositional buoyancy frequency, \(N_T\) is the thermal part of buoyancy frequency, \(q\) is the rotational gradient and \(q_{\min}\) is minimum rotational gradient necessary for the dynamo to operate:

\[
f(q) = 1 - q_{\min}/q, (q > q_{\min}),
\]

and

\[
f(q) = 0, (q \leq q_{\min}).
\]
The factor $f(q)$ causes the stress to vanish smoothly as the gradient of the rotation rate approaches the minimum value required for dynamo action.

Fluid motions involved in the dynamo process also imply a certain amount of mixing. The effective diffusivity is given as:

$$D_e = \frac{D_\alpha D_{\alpha}}{D_{\alpha} + D_{\epsilon_1}} f(q),$$

where $f(q)$ is defined by Eq. (11) and

$$D_\alpha = r^2 \Omega_* q^2 \left( \frac{\Omega_*}{N_\mu} \right)^6,$$

$$D_{\epsilon_1} = r^2 \Omega_* \max \left[ \left( \frac{\Omega_*}{N_T} \right)^{3/4}, \frac{\kappa}{r^2 N_T}, q^2 \left( \frac{\Omega_*}{N_T} \right)^{6} \right].$$

### 3. Models without magnetic field

#### 3.1. Single stars

It was shown by Meynet & Maeder (1997) and Heger et al. (2000a) that transport of angular momentum in stellar interiors depends strongly on the efficiency of the inhibition of the rotationally induced mixing processes by $\mu$-gradient. When rotationally induced mixing processes are not inhibited by $\mu$-gradient, stellar rotation remains close to rigid rotation. The star loses matter from the surface which carries away angular momentum. Layers beneath the lost ones expand, and due to local angular momentum conservation, spin down. The star reestablishes rigid rotation by transporting angular momentum from the core to the surface. When the rotationally induced mixing processes are inhibited by the $\mu$-gradient, angular momentum cannot be efficiently transported between the core and the envelope. The result is differential rotation between these two stellar regions. In this paper we present models which include the inhibiting effect of $\mu$-gradient on rotationally induced mixing processes.

We calculate the evolution of a $20 M_\odot$ star until the end of core carbon burning. This star is a rigidly rotating star on the ZAMS (Fig. 1, three dots-dashed line) with an initial surface velocity of $v_{surf} = 200 \text{ km s}^{-1}$, which is a typical value for these stars (Fukuda 1982). During its hydrogen core burning phase, this star loses mass due to a stellar winds ($\sim 10^{-7} M_\odot \text{ yr}^{-1}$). Matter lost from the stellar surface carries away angular momentum, the surface layers spin down, but there is no efficient transport of angular momentum between the core and the envelope, so the core does not spin down significantly. At the time of helium ignition (Fig. 1, dot-dashed line), the specific angular momentum of the core is $j \sim 5 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$ at $3 M_\odot$ (further in the paper, specific angular momentum values are always given at $3 M_\odot$, since that is the mass of the final core before supernova explosion). After core hydrogen exhaustion, the star evolves into a red supergiant, its core contracts while the envelope expands. This leads to a spin-up of the core and a spin-down of the envelope. The envelope is convective and rotating almost rigidly with a very low rotational velocity ($\sim 0.1 \text{ km s}^{-1}$). The core is rigidly rotating with a maximum rotational velocity of $\sim 130 \text{ km s}^{-1}$. The core and the envelope are separated by layers that have a large $\mu$-gradient. This suppresses rotationally induced mixing and angular momentum is not efficiently transported, so that the core is not slowed down by the slow rotation of the envelope. At the end of helium core burning the specific angular momentum of the core is $j \sim 5 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$ (Fig. 1, dotted line). During further evolution, i.e., core carbon burning, the stellar core does not lose any significant amounts of angular momentum.

To investigate the behaviour of higher mass stars, we modeled the evolution of a $42 M_\odot$ star with the same initial surface rotational velocity $v_{surf} = 200 \text{ km s}^{-1}$. The star is a rigidly rotating star on the ZAMS with the specific angular momentum profile shown in Fig. 3 (dot-dashed line). As we already explained for the previous example, the star loses mass due to a stellar wind ($\sim 10^{-7} M_\odot \text{ yr}^{-1}$). Since the stellar wind mass loss rate is one order of magnitude higher than for a $20 M_\odot$ star, the $42 M_\odot$ star loses more matter and angular momentum during the core hydrogen burning phase. When helium ignites in the core, the specific angular momentum at $3 M_\odot$ is $\sim 8 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$. The star becomes a $\sim 38 M_\odot$ red supergiant with central helium burning in a convective core of $\sim 12 M_\odot$ and a convective envelope of $\sim 20 M_\odot$. Due to stellar wind mass loss of $\sim 10^{-4} M_\odot \text{ yr}^{-1}$, the mass of the envelope rapidly decreases and reaches $\sim 10 M_\odot$ at the end of our calculations.

We follow the evolution of this star until it burned $\sim 30\%$ of the helium in its core. The specific angular momentum of the core (at $3 M_\odot$) at that moment is $\sim 6.5 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$. If we assume that the angular momentum of the core decreases further during helium core burning with the same rate, the specific angular momentum of the core at the moment of helium exhaustion would be $\sim 3.5 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$. We see in Fig. 1 that there is no angular momentum loss from the core during core carbon burning, so we can conclude that this star might produce a collapsar and in case that the hydrogen envelope is lost during the red supergiant phase, a gamma-ray burst can be the result.
For a rigidly rotating body of constant density $\rho_0$, the total angular momentum, $J(m)$, enclosed below the mass coordinate, $m$, is $J(m) = \int_m^M j(m') dm'$. In Figs. 2 and 4 we plot the logarithm of $J(m)/m^{5/3}$ as a function of mass and a grid of lines of $J = \text{const}$. If angular momentum is transported throughout the surface defined by a mass coordinate $m$, $J(m)$ drops. If no such transport occurs, $J(m)$ remains constant. If a line of constant $J$ is followed from one evolutionary stage to another, it can be seen to what mass coordinate the angular momentum has been transported in the star during the time between the two evolutionary stages.

### 3.2. Binary systems

A star evolving in a binary system and accreting matter from the companion, increases its surface angular momentum. If this angular momentum can be transported efficiently through the stellar interior, the star may evolve into a red supergiant that has a rapidly spinning core with sufficient specific angular momentum to produce a collapsar.

To check if accretion can add enough angular momentum to the core, we modeled the evolution of a rotating binary system with initial masses of $M_1,\text{in} = 56 M_\odot$ and $M_2,\text{in} = 33 M_\odot$ and an initial orbital period of $p_\text{in} = 6 \text{ days}$. The binary system quickly synchronizes during the main sequence evolution. Due to this synchronization, both stars lose angular momentum and their initial surface rotational velocities are 92 km s$^{-1}$ for the primary and 64 km s$^{-1}$ for the secondary which is much slower than the typical values for single stars of these masses (Heger et al. 2000a). This means that stars in binary systems lose a significant amount of angular momentum due to synchronization. The angular momentum loss increases with the initial orbital period.

Evolutionary tracks of the primary and the secondary star are given in Figs. 5 and 6. The primary is initially the more massive star; it evolves faster and fills its Roche lobe during hydrogen core burning. The binary system enters Case A of mass transfer (dotted line, Fig. 5). The primary loses matter with a high mass transfer rate ($\dot{M}\text{_{max}} \sim 3.2 \times 10^{-3} M_\odot \text{ yr}^{-1}$) and decreases in luminosity. During the fast phase of Case A mass transfer, the primary loses $\sim 19 M_\odot$ and the secondary accretes only about 15% of that matter due to the stellar wind mass loss caused by rotation close to break-up (Petrovic et al. 2004). After the fast process of Case A mass transfer, the primary continues to expand on a nuclear time scale and transfers mass onto the secondary star with mass transfer rate of $\sim 10^{-3} M_\odot \text{ yr}^{-1}$ (slow phase of Case A). At the end of core
hydrogen burning the primary contracts and thus Roche lobe overflow (RLOF) stops. When the primary starts hydrogen shell burning \( M = 16.6 \, M_\odot \) it expands again, fills its Roche lobe and Case AB mass transfer starts. We assume that this mass transfer stops when the WR star has 5% of hydrogen on its surface \( M_{\text{WR}}(X_c = 0.05) = 14.8 \, M_\odot \). More details about the evolution of this system up to WR+O phase can be seen in Petrovic et al. (2004). As explained in Sect. 2, we continue following the evolution of the binary system with a hydrogen-free WR star. The dashed line in Fig. 5 connects the last calculated model at the onset of Case AB and the first calculated model when the primary is a hydrogen-free WR star. The initial hydrogen-free WR star is \( M_{\text{WR}} = 12.8 \, M_\odot \) with an effective temperature of \( \sim 1.2 \times 10^5 \, \text{K} \), and it loses \( \sim 8 \, M_\odot \) due to WR mass loss during core helium burning. Due to this mass loss, the luminosity of the primary decreases (dash-dotted line Fig. 5). The primary ends carbon core burning (dot-dashed line Fig. 5) as \( \sim 4.5 \) solar mass star. The orbital period of the binary system is \( \sim 13.5 \) days when the primary explodes in a supernova.

The secondary begins its evolution as a 33 \( M_\odot \) core hydrogen burning star. It accretes \( \sim 3 \, M_\odot \) during the fast phase and \( \sim 4 \, M_\odot \) during the slow phase of Case A mass transfer. Due to this mass gain, the luminosity of the secondary increases (Fig. 6). As we already mentioned, the primary loses \( \sim 1.8 \, M_\odot \) during Case AB. We assume the same average accretion efficiency during this mass transfer as during the fast phase of Case A mass transfer (\( \beta = 0.15 \)), since they both take place on the thermal time scale. This means that the secondary accretes \( \sim 0.25 \, M_\odot \) and after Case AB mass transfer, it is still a core hydrogen burning star, more massive than at the beginning of its main sequence evolution (39.25 \( M_\odot \)). After the secondary exhausted all hydrogen in the core, it contracts and increase its luminosity and effective temperature. Due to the increase of temperature in the envelope, the star ignites hydrogen in a shell, expands and cools down drastically (dash-dotted line Fig. 6, \( R \approx 2300 \, R_\odot, T_{\text{eff}} \approx 3500 \, \text{K} \)). Meanwhile, the core contracts further and the core temperature increases. Helium core burning starts when \( T_c \approx 1.4 \times 10^8 \, \text{K} \). We stopped detailed modeling when the secondary has \( \sim 67\% \) of helium left in the core.

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the internal structure of the secondary from the ZAMS, through Case A and Case AB mass transfer and the red supergiant phase until \( Y_c = 0.67 \). The
Evolution of the internal structure of a rotating $33 \, M_\odot$ secondary from SN explosion of the primary and disruption of the system. See Fig. 7 for an explanation of the different hatching types.

Secondary starts its main sequence evolution as a $33 \, M_\odot$ star with a convective core of $\sim 20 \, M_\odot$. Rotationally induced mixing processes take place in the radiative envelope of the star. The secondary then accretes $\sim 3 \, M_\odot$ during the fast phase and $\sim 4 \, M_\odot$ during the slow phase of Case A mass transfer. Heavier elements accreted on the surface are relocated by thermohaline mixing processes and the convective core increases its mass ($\sim 25 \, M_\odot$). The secondary becomes a rejuvenated $\sim 39 \, M_\odot$ core hydrogen burning star in a WR+O binary system. The system is likely to be disrupted by the explosion of the primary while the secondary is still a main sequence star. Details of the evolution of the internal structure of the secondary after the primary exploded are shown in Fig. 8. After hydrogen is exhausted in the core, the secondary becomes a $\sim 37 \, M_\odot$ red supergiant with central helium burning in convective core of $\sim 12 \, M_\odot$ and a convective envelope of $\sim 20 \, M_\odot$. Due to stellar wind mass loss of $\sim 10^{-4} \, M_\odot$ yr$^{-1}$, the mass of the envelope rapidly decreases and reaches $\sim 10 \, M_\odot$ at the end of our calculations.

The modeled binary system starts its evolution with both components synchronized to the orbital rotation. The surface rotational velocity of the secondary star is $\sim 64$ km s$^{-1}$. When the fast Case A mass transfer starts, the secondary accretes matter from the primary with high mass transfer rates ($\sim 10^{-3} \, M_\odot$ yr$^{-1}$). This matter carries angular momentum and spins up the top layers of the secondary star (Fig. 9). The mass transfer rate during the slow phase of Case A is significantly lower ($10^{-6} \, M_\odot$ yr$^{-1}$) and the surface rotational velocity of the secondary increases to about 200 km s$^{-1}$. For Case AB we assumed a mass transfer rate of $\sim 10^{-4} \, M_\odot$ yr$^{-1}$ (Sect. 2) and this spins up the surface of the secondary to $\sim 500$ km s$^{-1}$. When the secondary spins up close to critical rotation it loses more mass according to Eq. (2). High mass loss decreases the net accretion efficiency and also removes angular momentum from the secondary star. The secondary star is also spun down by tidal forces that tend to synchronize it with the orbital motion (Petrovic et al. 2004). After Case AB mass transfer, the secondary will synchronize with the orbital motion in the WR+O binary system. After the SN explosion of the primary, the secondary becomes a red supergiant with very slowly rotating envelope and its surface rotational velocity drops to less than 0.02 km s$^{-1}$.

Figure 10 shows rotational velocity profiles of the secondary star in different evolutionary phases. The surface of the secondary gains additional angular momentum during mass transfer, as we already explained. This angular momentum is transported through the stellar interior, and into the core. The result is that the stellar core spins faster on the helium ZAMS (Fig. 10, three dots-dashed line) than at the beginning of hydrogen core burning (Fig. 10, solid line). After this, the core contracts and further increases its rotational velocity, and the envelope expands and slows down. When the central abundance of helium is around 67%, the maximum rotational velocity of the core is $\sim 100$ km s$^{-1}$.

Figure 11 shows specific angular momentum profiles of the secondary at different points of its evolution. The specific angular momentum of the secondary increases significantly due to fast Case A mass transfer (Fig. 11, dotted line). After this, the secondary loses angular momentum due to stellar wind mass loss, but also gains certain amount through slow Case A and Case AB mass transfer (Fig. 11, dashed and dot-dashed line). The result is that the core has a larger specific angular momentum when central helium burning starts than at the beginning of hydrogen core burning. After core hydrogen exhaustion, the secondary evolves into a red supergiant, the core contracts and the envelope expands. This leads to a spin-up of the core and a spin-down of the envelope. The specific angular
The specific angular momentum profiles of the secondary star on the hydrogen ZAMS (long dashed line), after fast (dotted line) and slow (short dashed line) Case A mass transfer, after Case AB mass transfer (dash-dotted line), when helium ignites in the core (three dot-dashed line) and when the central helium abundance is 67% (solid line). The momentum of the core at 3 $M_\odot$ is $\sim 5.5 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ (Fig. 11, three dot-dashed line). The envelope is convective and slowly rotating ($\sim 0.02$ km s$^{-1}$). The core is rigidly rotating with maximum rotational velocity of $\sim 100$ km s$^{-1}$. The core and the envelope are separated by layers that have a high $\mu$-gradient. Angular momentum is not efficiently transported through these layers, so the core is not slowed down by the slow rotation of the envelope. When a third of the central helium supply is exhausted, the core (at 3 $M_\odot$) has a specific angular momentum of $\sim 5 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$. If we assume that the angular momentum of the core decreases further during helium core burning with the same rate, specific angular momentum of the core at the moment of helium exhaustion is expected to be $\sim 4 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$. As we have already seen for single stars, there is no angular momentum loss from the core during core carbon burning, so we can conclude that this star has enough angular momentum to produce a collapsar and, in the case that the hydrogen envelope is lost during red supergiant phase, a gamma-ray burst.

The gain of angular momentum of an accreting star is proportional to the amount of accreted matter. We show in Fig. 13 specific angular momentum profiles of the secondary ($X_c = 0$, $T_c = 1.4 \times 10^8$ K) assuming the accretion of 0.25, 1.4 and 5 $M_\odot$ during Case AB mass transfer. We see that the specific angular momentum of the core is higher if the star accreted more matter during mass transfer. The specific angular momentum of the core at 3 $M_\odot$ increases from $6 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ to $8 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$.

4. Models with magnetic field

4.1. Single stars

We model the evolution of a single 42 $M_\odot$ star with an initial rotational surface velocity of 200 km s$^{-1}$ and magnetic field included. Figure 14 shows specific angular momentum profiles in different phases of the evolution. We see that the initial (ZAMS) profiles of the star without magnetic field (Fig. 3, dot-dashed line) and the star with magnetic field (Fig. 14, dot-dashed line) are identical and represent solid body rotation. We notice, however, that the magnetic star loses more angular momentum from the core during the main sequence evolution as well as between hydrogen core exhaustion (Fig. 14, dashed line) and core helium ignition (Fig. 14, solid line).

The star loses mass by a stellar wind. This removes angular momentum from the surface layers and slows them down.
Specific angular momentum profiles of the secondary star on the hydrogen ZAMS (solid line) and when helium ignites in the core ($T_c = 1.4 \times 10^9$ K), assuming the accretion of 0.25 $M_\odot$ (dotted line), 1.4 $M_\odot$ (dashed line) or 5 $M_\odot$ (dot-dashed line) during Case AB mass transfer.

Specific angular momentum profiles of the 42 $M_\odot$ single star with magnetic fields on the hydrogen ZAMS (dot-dashed line), when 50% of hydrogen is left in the center (dotted line), when hydrogen is exhausted in the core (dashed line), and when central helium burning starts (solid line). Since the magnetic torque keeps the star close to solid body rotation during the main sequence evolution (Fig. 15), however, angular momentum is transported from the stellar interior towards the surface. The viscosity due to the magnetic field is a few orders of magnitude larger than the one for rotational mixing ($\sim 10^{-12}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ compared with $\sim 10^{-7}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$), and it can overcome the $\mu$-gradient barrier. Therefore, the surface of the star is spun up and the core is slowed down. The surface layers rotate faster than in the corresponding non-magnetic star, and the stellar wind mass loss is higher (Fig. 16).

Summarizing, the core of a magnetic star loses significantly more angular momentum during the main sequence evolution than when magnetic fields are not included. One reason is that the $\mu$-gradient does not represent a strong barrier for angular momentum transport. And second, because the surface layers are spun-up, the stellar wind mass loss is larger and this requires more angular momentum from the core to keep solid body rotation of the star. When hydrogen burning is finished ($T_c = 0.8 \times 10^8$ K), the specific angular momentum of the core (at $3 M_\odot$) is less than $3 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ (Fig. 14, dashed line).

When the star expands after core hydrogen burning, magnetic torques still work toward enforcing solid body rotation. The envelope expansion, however, is too fast and angular momentum transport is not efficient enough, to keep the envelope synchronized with the core (Fig. 15). Since magnetic viscosity can overcome the $\mu$-gradient, the core is slowed down and the envelope is spun up. Stellar wind mass loss is enhanced due to faster rotation and is significantly higher than in the case of the non-magnetic star (Fig. 16). The star loses significant an amount of angular momentum between hydrogen exhaustion and helium ignition and the specific angular momentum of the core (at $3 M_\odot$) at the time helium core burning starts is only $5 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$.

4.2. Binary systems

We modeled the evolution of a rotating binary system with magnetic fields, initial masses $M_{1, in} = 56 M_\odot$ and $M_{2, in} = 33 M_\odot$, and an initial orbital period of $p_{in} = 6$ days. The binary system starts synchronized on the ZAMS with initial surface rotational velocities of $\sim 90$ km s$^{-1}$ for the primary and $\sim 60$ km s$^{-1}$ for the secondary which is, as we already mentioned for non-magnetic models, much slower than the typical values for single stars of these masses.
During the fast phase of Case A mass transfer ($\dot{M}_\text{tr} \sim 10^{-3} M_\odot \text{ yr}^{-1}$), the primary loses ~20 $M_\odot$ and the secondary accretes only about 4.5 $M_\odot$ of that matter due to the mass loss caused by rotation close to break-up. After the fast process of Case A mass transfer, the primary continues to expand on a nuclear time scale and to transfer mass onto the secondary star, but with much lower mass transfer rates (slow Case A, $\dot{M}_\text{tr} \sim 10^{-6} M_\odot \text{ yr}^{-1}$). At the end of core hydrogen burning the primary contracts and thus RLOF stops.

Accretion increases rotational velocity of the surface of the secondary star to almost 400 km s$^{-1}$ during the fast phase of Case A mass transfer. The mass transfer rate during slow Case A mass transfer is significantly lower ($10^{-6} M_\odot \text{ yr}^{-1}$), and the surface rotational velocity of the secondary increases to about 200 km s$^{-1}$. Figure 20 shows specific angular momentum profiles of the secondary at different phases of evolution. The specific angular momentum of the secondary increases significantly due to the fast Case A mass transfer (Fig. 20, dotted line). Angular momentum is transported more efficiently through the stellar interior compared to the non-magnetic model, since the incurred magnetic torques are a few orders of magnitude more efficient in angular momentum transport than the rotational instabilities (Fig. 17). Comparing the specific angular momentum of the non-magnetic (Fig. 11) and magnetic model (Fig. 20), we notice that during fast Case A the angular momentum of the magnetic star increases more than that of the corresponding non-magnetic star ($2 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$ for magnetic and $1.25 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$ for non-magnetic star, ~10$^4$ yr after fast Case A, at 3 $M_\odot$).

The accretion stops when the secondary still has almost 50% of the hydrogen to burn in the core. Angular momentum is efficiently transported from the stellar core to the surface and the $\mu$-gradient can not stop it as in the case of the non-magnetic star. During further main sequence evolution, the stellar core loses significant angular momentum and when hydrogen core burning stops, the specific angular momentum at 3 $M_\odot$ is $2 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$. Before helium ignites in the core, the specific angular momentum decreases to $6 \times 10^{15} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$. The further evolution through the red supergiant phase slows down the core, since the envelope slows it down (magnetic viscosity can overcome the $\mu$-barrier).

Apparenty, if a star with magnetic fields accretes matter half way in the main sequence evolution, it has enough time to lose angular momentum before hydrogen is exhausted in the core. This is why we compute models of non-magnetic and magnetic 33 $M_\odot$ stars that accrete 2 $M_\odot$ at the end of their main sequence evolution ($Y_c = 0.95$). We assume an initial surface
Fig. 19. Evolution of the internal structure of a rotating $33 \, M_\odot$ secondary star with magnetic field from after the SN explosion of the primary and disruption of the system. See Fig. 7 for an explanation of the different hatching types.

Fig. 20. Specific angular momentum profiles of the secondary star with magnetic fields on the hydrogen ZAMS (long dashed line), after fast (dotted line) and slow (short dashed line) Case A mass transfer, when all hydrogen is exhausted in the center (dot-dashed line), when helium ignites (three dots-dashed line) and and when the central helium abundance is 92% (solid line).

Fig. 21. Evolution of the internal structure of a rotating $33 \, M_\odot$ secondary star until helium ignition in the core. The star accretes $2 \, M_\odot$ when the central helium abundance is 95%. See Fig. 7 for an explanation of the different hatching types.

Fig. 22. Evolution of the internal structure of a rotating $33 \, M_\odot$ secondary star with magnetic field until helium ignition in the core. The star accretes $2 \, M_\odot$ when the central helium abundance is 95%. See Fig. 7 for an explanation of the different hatching types.

velocity of these stars of $\sim 60 \, \text{km s}^{-1}$ since they evolve in a binary system.

When the central helium abundance reaches 95%, the core of the $33 \, M_\odot$ star with magnetic fields has a specific angular momentum of about $2 \times 10^{16} \, \text{cm}^2 \, \text{s}^{-1}$ (Fig. 24, dotted line). On the other hand, the core of a star without magnetic fields hardly loses any angular momentum and its specific angular momentum is $4 \times 10^{16} \, \text{cm}^2 \, \text{s}^{-1}$ (Fig. 23, dotted line). After this, both stars accrete $2 \, M_\odot$ of matter with an accretion rate of $10^{-4} \, M_\odot \, \text{yr}^{-1}$. We assume that in this case stellar wind mass loss is not enhanced by rotation, so there is no additional angular momentum loss due to this effect. Accreted matter adds angular momentum to the surface layers and this angular momentum is then transported through the stellar interior much more efficiently in the model with magnetic field. At the end of accretion (Figs. 23 and 24, dashed line), angular momentum has been transported further inward in the magnetic star than in the non-magnetic star. If we look at the specific angular momentum profiles $10^4 \, \text{yr}$ after the accretion ended, we can notice that the specific angular momentum of the core of the magnetic star increases to almost $3 \times 10^{16} \, \text{cm}^2 \, \text{s}^{-1}$ (at $3 \, M_\odot$). On the other hand, in the non-magnetic star angular momentum has been transported inward but still has not reached the core.
Specific angular momentum profiles of a 33 $M_\odot$ star on the ZAMS (long dashed line), when $Y_e = 95\%$ (dotted line), at the end of the accretion (dashed line), 10$^4$ yr after the accretion (dot-dashed line), when hydrogen is exhausted in the core (three dot-dashed line) and when helium ignites in the core (solid line).

The magnetic star continues to lose angular momentum from the core during the remaining main sequence evolution ($\sim 10^5$ yr), and when hydrogen is exhausted in the core the specific angular momentum at 3 $M_\odot$ is $1.6 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$. As explained above, in the magnetic model, the core loses significant amounts of angular momentum between core hydrogen exhaustion and core helium ignition, and when central helium burning starts, the specific angular momentum of the core at 3 $M_\odot$ is only $6 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$.

5. Conclusions

The single star models presented above confirm that non-magnetic stars in the mass range relevant for GRB production through collapsars may retain enough core angular momentum for a GRB to form. In particular, the stars that evolve into red supergiants and become Wolf-Rayet stars only at the end of core helium burning can avoid a significant core angular momentum loss through Wolf-Rayet winds and may retain a specific angular momentum of up to $10^{17}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ in their iron cores. In these models, an effective core angular momentum loss during the main sequence is prevented by the suppression of rotational mixing in regions containing a mean molecular weight gradient. Angular momentum loss from the stellar core during helium burning is insignificant. Contrary to the trend found in Heger et al. (2000a), we find that a 42 $M_\odot$ star may end its life with a larger specific core angular momentum than a 20 $M_\odot$. The reason is that, for the same initial equatorial rotation velocity, the initial specific angular momentum in the 42 $M_\odot$ is significantly larger due to its larger initial radius. We note that a similar trend has been found by Hirschi et al. (2004).

The dynamo model of Spruit (2002) cause a significant angular momentum transport even in the presence of mean molecular weight gradients. Heger et al. (2004a) already found the increased coupling of core and envelope to result in iron core specific angular momenta of the order of $10^{14}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ for stars between 10 and 25 $M_\odot$. Our magnetic 42 $M_\odot$ single star model was only computed up to core helium ignition. By then, however, the specific core angular momentum was already reduced by a factor of 30 from the initial value. Heger et al. (2004a) showed that during core helium burning the core-envelope coupling reduces the core angular momentum by another order of magnitude. The final specific core angular momentum in our 42 $M_\odot$ star can thus be estimated to fall below $10^{15}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$, which will render effects of rotation during the core collapse insignificant.

We also model the evolution of a 56 $M_\odot$ + 33 $M_\odot$ binary system with an initial orbital period of 6 days. Since the binary-enhanced mass loss of the primary leads to extremely slow rotation, our attention focuses on the secondary star, which is spun-up due to accretion of mass and angular momentum. We computed two binary evolution sequences, with and without magnetic fields. In both sequences, the initial 33 $M_\odot$ star grows to about 40 $M_\odot$ due to accretion during its main sequence evolution, and subsequently evolves into a red supergiant. Before the mass transfer, tidal spin-orbit coupling leads to bound rotation of both stars and to a specific angular momentum which is a factor of 3...5 smaller than in a corresponding single star.

The accretion leads to a significant spin-up of the star. In the non-magnetic model, the mean molecular weight gradient limits the inward diffusion of angular momentum, and the corresponding spin-up of the core merely compensates the tidally induced angular momentum loss. The result is a helium core that rotationally decouples from the envelope with roughly the same mass and angular momentum as in the case of a 42 $M_\odot$ single star, i.e., with high enough specific angular momentum to produce a GRB.
In the magnetic model, the core spin-up due to accretion is stronger. It temporarily leads to a core spin rate which is a factor of $2 \ldots 3$ above that of a ZAMS star of comparable mass. Magnetic core-envelope coupling, however, has reduced the specific core angular momentum by almost a factor 100 by the time the star has started core helium burning. Its final core angular momentum will thus be comparable to that of the magnetic $42 M_\odot$ single star model discussed above: probably too small to produce a GRB.

Clearly, the effect of core spin-up due to accretion on the final core angular momentum will be larger if the accretion occurs later in the evolution of the accretion star, as there will be less time to lose again the angular momentum gained by accretion. Therefore, we performed the numerical experiment of accreting $2 M_\odot$ of material on a $33 M_\odot$ at a time when the core hydrogen concentration was down to 5% (instead of about 40% in the binary evolution model). The result was again that the core-envelope coupling in the magnetic model was overwhelming and prevents this scenario to be a realistic option for GRB production.

We conclude that our binary models without magnetic field can reproduce stellar cores with a high enough specific angular momentum ($j \geq 3 \times 10^{46} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$) to produce a collapsar and a GRB.

If magnetic field is taken into consideration, however, GRBs at near solar metallicity need to be produced in rather exotic binary channels, or the magnetic effects are overestimated in our current models. The first option is not plausible, since reverse mass transfer from the original secondary star onto the primary star during its Wolf-Rayet phase (Wellstein et al. 2001), or late stellar merger may lead to an efficient core spin-up. The realization frequency of such events, however, even though it is difficult to estimate, may still be small. The latter would require a significant angular momentum loss from the iron core, either during collapse or from the proto-neutron star, in order to explain the relatively slow rotation rates of young pulsars (cf., however, Heger et al. 2004b).
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